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Jole Shackelford, A philosophical path for
Paracelsian medicine: the ideas, intellectual
context, and influence of Petrus Severinus
(1540–1602), Acta Historica Scientiarum
Naturalium et Medicinalium, vol. 46,
Copenhagen, Museum Tusculanum Press, 2004,
pp. 519, DKK 500, £45.00, $91.00, d71.00
(hardback 87-7289-817-8).
Despite the efforts of such redoubtable figures
as Walter Pagel, Allen Debus and several other
twentieth-century historians, the many varied
works of Paracelsus, as Shackelford rightly
points out, have regrettably often remained
‘‘peripheral to the grand narratives of early
modern intellectual development’’. This is even
truer of one of Paracelsus’s leading sixteenth-
century defenders and promoters, the Danish
physicianPederSørensen(1540/2–1602),author
of Idea medicinæ philosophicae (Ideal of
Philosophical Medicine, 1571). Latinized and
better known in western Europe as Petrus
Severinus, he has been relatively overlooked in
the history of early modern medicine.
Shackelford attributes this marginalization, in
part, to the fact that Severinus’s language
and medico-philosophical concepts have
deterredpastscholarsfrommakingacloserstudy
of his writings. To redress the balance,
Shackelford has spent over ten years exploring
Severinus’s life and works, and this admirable
biography is the culmination of his extensive
research.
AsShackelfordexplainsinhisintroduction,an
‘‘underlying assumption’’ of this biography is
‘‘that once we better understand the work of
Paracelsus’ followers—those who brought his
ideas to a wide intellectual audience—we will
better understand the significance of Paracelsian
ideas, both in relation to early modern science
and medicine and also as forming an ideology’’
(p. 11). In pursuit of this cause, Shackelford
attempted ‘‘to collate as many references to
Severinus’’ashecouldfind,andherehepresents
‘‘the full extent of the diffusion of Severinus’
ideas in the intellectual world of early modern
Europe in a way that is factually sound’’ (p. 19).
Severinus, he explains, was one of the first
physicians who ‘‘actually took Paracelsus’ ideas
and elaborated them into a coherent and cogent
body of doctrine. Consequently, he holds a
prominent place among those who, in effect,
created Paracelsianism and gave it force of
persuasion at atime whenEuropean intellectuals
were looking for alternatives to Aristotelian
natural philosophy and Galenic medical theory’’
(p. 458).
Severinus, as Shackelford thus clearly shows,
wasnomarginalfigure.Throughouthiscareerhe
maintainedcloselinkswiththemedicalfacultyat
the University of Copenhagen, and was a royal
physician to the king of Denmark. He knew the
famous astronomer Tycho Brahe, also a chemist,
who prepared chemical medicines in his
laboratory, which was funded by the crown.
Severinushimselftravelledwidely.Hestudiedin
Paris, and probably other places in France, as
wellasinItalyandpossiblyatGermanandSwiss
universities. He would have been exposed to the
latest debates and arguments in medicine, and
Paracelsian remedies (often based on powerful
metals and minerals) were proving very
controversial in the decade before he published
his Idea medicinæ. This, Shackelford observes,
would become a key book used by many late-
sixteenth- and early-seventeenth-century
physicians, chemists and philosophers as their
introduction to Paracelsianism—what one
anonymous English translator would call ‘‘A
Mappe of Medecyne’’.
From a discussion of his education and his
influence in Denmark, Shackelford goes on to
detail in a series of chapters the reception and
impact of Severinus’s theories in France, central
Europe,ScandinaviaandEngland.ToSirFrancis
Bacon, who criticized the Paracelsians whilst at
the same time being influenced by some of their
ideas, Severinus was ‘‘a man too good’’ to have
died ‘‘in the toils of such folly’’ (p. 259). Yet, as
Shackelford explains, to see Severinus in a
starkly different light from Bacon—as somehow
looking backwards to a science still steeped in
118astrology and Neoplatonism—is to misrepresent
andmisunderstandthiswholetransitionalperiod.
As he explains, ‘‘Despite pronouncements that
historiansmuststudythepastinitsowntermsand
avoid ‘whiggish’ judgement of early modern
thinkersonthebasisofhowmoderntheirscience
seems,theagendaofwhoandwhattostudyinthe
scientific revolution remains anchored in a
developmental sequence’’ (p. 457). Bacon felt
that Severinus had wasted his clear intellect on
Paracelsianism. But when in the Idea medicinæ
Severinus advised his readers to sell their
possessions and to investigate and learn from
natureandthelaboratory,Baconapproved.Ashe
wrote, when Paracelsus and Severinus ‘‘lift up
their voices and summon men to gather together
in honour of Experience, then they are the right
criers for me’’ (p. 264).
Having explored at length the contemporary
influenceoftheIdeamedicinæ,Shackelforduses
the final part of his book to investigate in depth
two of its most important early readers and
interpreters. These were the Latin defence of the
IdeamedicinæbyAmbrosiusRhodius,published
in Copenhagen in 1643, and the commentaries
(1660 and 1663) written by the first professor of
chemistry at the Jardin des Plantes in Paris, the
Scotsman, William Davidson (c.1593–1669).
Davidson is of particular interest to historians
of English medicine and chemistry, as it was
he who had taken Thomas Hobbes, and
possibly William Petty, through ‘‘a course of
chymistrie’’ in Paris (p. 232). Sir Isaac Newton
also owned a copy of Davidson’s earlier
chemistry text, the Philosophia pyrotechnica
(Paris, 1633–35)—though it does not appear in
the list of books he annotated. Shackelford’s
examination of Davidson’s application and
development of Severinus’s semina theory of
disease, and its application to the cure of
fevers through chemical medicines, is in
itself an important and illuminating piece
of work.
All told, this is an excellent piece of
scholarship that brings to life the work and
influence of a leading theorist in early modern
medicine. Shackelford sheds clear light on how
the Galenic tradition of medical practice was
gradually overthrown in this period, and how
chemistry emerged—albeit slowly—as the
foundation of a new medical tradition.
David Boyd Haycock,
London School of Economics
Gianna Pomata and Nancy G Siraisi (eds),
Historia: empiricism and erudition in early
modern Europe, Cambridge, MA, and London,
MIT Press, 2005, pp. viii, 490, £32.95, $50.00
(hardback 0-262-16229-6).
This is an excellent collection of essays
focusedupontherelationbetweenthetextualand
linguistic expertise of humanist scholars in the
early modern period and the development of
empirical proficiency in natural history and
medicine. The missing link between the two is a
genreofworksrelatedtobothhumanandnatural
subjects collectively called historia. Focusing
upon various forms of historia the collection
forcefully makes the case that the observation
and description of nature in the early modern era
was interwoven with practices relevant also to
displays of humanist erudition. In the
Renaissance, the study of nature is, as the
editors claim, inseparable from the study of
culture. The fact that antiquarian studies,
philological learning, as well as civic and
religious histories should have something in
common with observationally based natural
philosophy and medicine may seem baffling.
Yet, it is just such a relationship that each
essay in this collection skilfully helps to bring
to light.
The primary fault of many edited volumes is
usually a lack of a clearly defined problem that
holdsfocusthroughout.Thisismanifestlynotthe
case in this collection. Much of the reason why
has to do with its origin—a workshop sponsored
by the Max Planck Institut f€ u ur
Wissenschaftsgeschichte that kept a specific
question consistently in view. Was there a link
betweenthepracticesofearlymodernphysicians
and naturalists in their use of historia and the
earlier Renaissance discussion of historia as
antiquarian knowledge? This volume clearly
demonstrates that such a connection existed in a
rich variety of forms.
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Book ReviewsIn their essays, Anthony Grafton first
illustratesthatsometraditionsoftheRenaissance
artes historicae emphasized empirical
knowledge, while Brian Ogilvie highlights the
shared moral and didactic purposes that existed
between the portrayal of human deeds and the
honestdescriptionofnaturalparticulars.BothIan
Maclean and Gianna Pomata address the
Aristoteliancontextinwhichhistoriagainednew
meanings. Maclean traces a revised empiricist
outlook among humanists to a rethinking of the
value of descriptive knowledge in Aristotle’s
zoological works. Pomata, on the other hand,
looks carefully at the uses of historia among
anatomists and physicians in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries. These were Aristotelian
trained writers who, she argues, looked at
historia as descriptions of individual parts of the
body and who gave such descriptions a
preliminary role in the pursuit of traditional
questions about function and final cause.
Antiquarianism is more centrally the focus of
Martin Mulsow’s essay, which describes the
humanist creation of a new historia of religion
that combined traditional interest in texts with
attention to the description of material artefacts
and the customs of peoples. In his contribution,
Donald Kelley connects shifts in the meaning of
human history to the re-evaluation of historia,
with the result that history itself emerged as a
more methodical and system based subject.
The secondpart ofthe collection focuses upon
‘‘the working practices of learned empiricism’’
andgivesusspecificexamplesofhowsomeearly
modern writers joined erudition and empiricism
in works related to natural philosophy and
medicine. Laurent Pinon discusses the meaning
of historia in Conrad Gesner’s important
Historia animalium, noting Gesner’s emphasis
upon practical utility (as opposed to explanation
or classification) in an account of animals based
both upon contemporary observation and
historical reports. Ann Blair uses a study of
Theodor Zwinger’s inventory of types of human
actions,hisTheatrumhumanaevitae,toillustrate
the value of the ars excerpendi, a tradition of
excerpting individual sections from various texts
in order to recontextualize them for new
purposes. In the writings of the humanist
physician Michele Savonarola, Chiara Crisciani
focuses upon how the role of a court physician
who was both healer and counsellor helped to
connect the writing of civil history with writing
historia medica. In both cases historia meant
casus (case study) and the description of
particulars (exempla).
The same emphasis upon casus underscores
Nancy Siraisi’s examination of several Roman
medical authors from the late sixteenth and early
seventeenth centuries. For these doctors case
histories blended with natural history and
antiquarianknowledgeasdifferentaspectsofthe
practice of historia, each requiring attention to
material evidence in the discussion of texts,
ancient or modern. Finally, Peter Miller offers a
compelling study of the day-to-day practices of
NicolasdePeiresc,whoinmanywaysrepresents
the full development of the learned empiricist,
effortlessly moving between the description of
nature and the study of ancient customs and
artefacts, and bringing together the skills of both
language and observation as a combined
approach to knowledge.
These are first-rate essays, interesting and
instructive in their own right and expertly
combined by the editors into a collection that
makes the whole greater than the sum of parts.
The subject of early modern empiricism once
again enters the spotlight with this volume and
what one sees as a result is the emergence of a
scientificsensibilitythat,ratherthanbeingsetoff
from intellectual tradition, results from a
synthesis of disciplines.
Bruce T Moran,
University of Nevada, Reno
Bettina Wahrig and Werner Sohn (eds),
Zwischen Aufkl€ a arung, Policey und Verwaltung,
zur Genese des Medizinalwesens (1750–1850),
Wolfenb€ u utteler Forschungen, Band 102,
Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz Verlag, 2003, pp. 212,
d59.00 (hardback 3-447-04822-0).
Medical practice in the latter half of the
eighteenth century was faced with several
extraneous phenomena: the development of
medical administrative regimes covering entire
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governance units; increasing concern with
population based public health even during non
epidemic periods; and the continuing if
eventually unsuccessful attempt to exclude
fringe practitioners and fully establish state
sanctioned physician dominance. In most
countries of Europe, regardlesss of religion or
form of government, the Enlightenment entered
and attempted to dominate this transition. In the
German territories prior to the Napoleonic
period, these largely institutional developments
were carried out under the banner of the new
administrativesciencecalledCameralism,which
carriedoverfromanearlier periodtheconceptof
introducing good order through the concepts and
approaches of a medical police or Policey,a n
ambiguous term immortalized by Johann Peter
Franck.
The title of this fascinating little collection of
essaysemanatingfromoneofthemajortrovesof
early modern statecraft and centres of medical
policy making—the Herzog August Bibliothek
in Wolfenb€ u uttel—reflects the editors’ concern
with this interaction. The contributions,
presented in German even in the case of its two
Americancontributors,reflectthesetopics.PartI
summarizes the discourse between Policey,
Enlightenment and medicine in terms of
institutional history, the history of ideas, and the
new media of public discourse such as journals.
These are presented by two social and medical
historians and a historian of science: Sybilla
Fl€ u ugge, Bettina Wahrig, and Werner Sohn.
Wahrig offers a detailed and substantial account
of the role of journals in the creation of a civic
consciousness of medical events and public
health. Sohn concentrates on the role of the state
(here, Prussia) in establishing modern public
health as a major mode of governance. His
arguments are countered by a slightly contrarian
but quite convincing discourse by Thomas
Broman, who challenges the singular
concentration on governance mechanisms by the
state to the exclusion of the market, an approach
still prevalent among many German historians.
Part II focuses on transitions and exclusions in
medical provider services and the continuing
attempts to enforce medical hierarchies. Jutta
Nowosadtko offers interesting data on the
medical competence and practice of
executioners, who during the early modern
periodwereauthorizedtodealinhumanpartsfor
therapeutic purposes; Chistine Loytved deals
with the emergence of well trained but
subordinate midwives, and Gabriele
Beisswanger discusses the pharmaceutical
marketinBraunschweigWolfenb€ u uttelattheturn
of the nineteenth century.
PartIIIaddressescareandself-care—although
here the editors did not come up with a
convincing tie between contributions: Iris
Ritzmanndemonstratestheimportantemergence
ofpaediatricsandthedemandforpaediatriccare,
including the self-help resources that pervaded
both the literature and probably the practice in
both Europe and the less well provided North
American provinces. Eberhard Wolff focuses on
a forgotten predecessor to the history of German
sick funds—here the transition from Jewish
charity to sick funds in Berlin around the turn of
the eighteenth century. In a valuable and
challenging contribution, Mary Lindemann, the
North American authority on early modern
German history of medicine and an inveterate
advocate of archival research, resumes the larger
debate promised in Part I. In a historiographical
overview, and invoking Ranke’s classic
injunction to recreate what really happened,
Lindemann examines the advantages and
drawbacks of social constructivism in current
andpasthistoriesofmedicinebothinEuropeand
North America. Directing particular attention to
the concepts of health and illness—a topic on
which she has done considerable work—she
observes that social explanations of illness—in
women,thepoor,thelowerclassesingeneralbut
also the rich and intemperate—are hardly new,
having served both to fill etiological lacunae and
provepoliticalpoints sincewell before Foucault.
Afeweditorialquibbles:inanentirelyGerman
language volume, a substantive index would
have helped those not well versed in German to
identify specific topics or arguments. And for
explicit awareness of the considerable
administrative and demographic differences
among German and Austrian territorial and
dynastic entities, the reader must turn to Thomas
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convergence between professionalization,
medicalization, and enlightened absolutism. In
all, however, this collection of essays is a
valuable successor—enriched by modern
methodologies and insights—to George Rosen’s




Virginia Berridge (ed.), Making health
policy: networks in research and policy after
1945, Clio Medica 75, The Wellcome Series in
the History of Medicine, Amsterdam, Rodopi,
2005, pp. vi, 338, d75.00, $94.00
(hardback 90-420-1824-0).
Virginia Berridge opens her introductory
chapter with the words: ‘‘‘Evidence-based
policy’ has become a popular and a political
mantra in the last decade. It seemed self-evident
in the late-twentieth and early-twenty-first
centuries;ofcoursepolicyandpracticeshouldbe
based on the best available evidence, research or
science.’’ She closes, however, by pointing out
that there has not been a rational relationship
between research and policy making in health:
‘‘policy framed evidence rather than the other
way round’’ (pp. 5, 29).
The collection of case studies in this volume
providesabundantevidencetosupportthisclaim.
Alltheauthorsworkorhavebeenmembersofthe
history group at the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine. The breadth of interests
ofthisgrouphasbeenamajorstrength,becauseit
has allowed it to explore in detail not only the
diversity of influences that bear down on policy
makers, but the problems and debates about the
‘‘evidence’’ that they are supposed to use. Luc
Berlivetgoesdirectlytotheheartofthematterin
his chapter ‘‘‘Association or causation?’’ The
debate on the scientific status of risk factor
epidemiology, 1947–c.1965’. He describes the
rise of chronic disease epidemiology towards its
currentstatusasadominantresearchtechniquein
medicine, using as his example what the
celebratory historians are right to describe as the
classical pioneering paradigmatic study, the
aetiological role of tobacco smoke in the
causation of lung cancer. In spite of the strength
of the association, the conclusion of a causal link
reached by researchers like the statistician
BradfordHillandthephysicianRichardDollwas
contested. Berlivet’s account shows that the
sceptics were defeated not only by the
accumulation of more epidemiological evidence
and by the identification of carcinogens in the
smoke itself, but by the undermining of the
standing of those opponents with tobacco
company links by the questioning of their
objectivity.
So even if the acceptance that smoking caused
cancer was a success for chronic disease
epidemiology, its triumph was not achieved
without difficulties. Other chapters describe and
analyse its application to more complex
problems. Betsy Thom discusses alcohol policy
from1950to2000;MarkBuftonlooksat‘British
expert advice on diet and heart disease’; and the
rather limited impact of science on the provision
of renal dialysis and intensive care in the UK is
described by Jennifer Stanton.
Stuart Anderson concludes his examination of
British hospital pharmacy policy from 1948 to
1974 by saying that the policy process ‘‘is very
much determined by the wider social, economic
and political climate in which it operates’’
(p. 213). Virginia Berridge in her account of
smoking policy in the 1970s points out that
climate setting from this time was much
influencedbythemedia.Mediamanagementand
policydeterminationandimplementationhavein
recent years gone far past the point of
disentanglement; Kelly Loughlin’s chapters on
‘The changing role of press and public relations
at the BMA, 1940s–80s’ and ‘Reporting science,
health and medicine in the 1950s and the ’60s’
demonstrate why.
A theme running through many chapters is the
decline in the influence of doctors on policy—
andanincreaseintheconverse.SarahMarsinher
studyondrugmisuseshowshowguidelines—not
evidence based—led to losses in clinical
autonomy. It is right that when historians study
the making of policy they should investigate the
doings of expert advisory committees. The big
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thingsaswell.ReadittofindoutwhytheBMAis
not only one of the most effective trade unions in
theworld,butisstillseenbyopinion-formersasa
source of dispassionate and authoritative advice.
T H Pennington,
University of Aberdeen
Josep L Barona and Steven Cherry (eds),
Health and medicine in rural Europe
(1850–1945), Scientia Veterum, Valencia,
Seminari d’Estudis sobre la Ci  e encia, Universitat
de Val  e encia, 2005, pp. 372, d18.00 (paperback
84-370-6334-5). Orders to: Javier.crespo-
crespo@uv.es;PublicacionesdelaUniversitatde
Valencia/Llibreria, C/Aretes Graficas 13, 46010
Valencia, Spain.
Historically, the world has been
overwhelmingly rural, yet proportionally, rural
historyhasreceivedlittleattention.Thisincludes
the ‘‘rural dimension of health and health care’’,
which, as Steven Cherry succinctly notes, has
remained a ‘‘relatively neglected research area’’
(p. 19). Therefore, the volume he and Josep
Barona have edited deserves credit for
addressinganimportanttopicaboutwhichwedo
notknownearlyenough.Thebookresultsfroma
cooperative project between the Universities of
East Anglia and Valencia, which explains the
focusonSpainandEnglandthatformthesubject
of ten out of sixteen contributions. In addition,
Northern Russia, Norway, Bavaria and the
League of Nations are studied in the papers.
Collectively, they present a variety of aspects
ranging from public health administrations, via
the work of rural practitioners, medical
topographiesandanti-malariacampaignstochild
care facilities.
The articles demonstrate that ‘‘rural’’ is a
diffuseconcept.Innineteenth-centuryNorway,it
denoted any community of up to 200 people
whosehousesweremorethan50metresapart,so
that most Spanish, English or Russian villages
were urban by Norwegian standards. But all
regions perceived as ‘‘rural’’ in their societies
shared key characteristics. During the nineteenth
and early twentieth century emerging
bacteriology and germ theory upset conceived
notionsofhealth,andtheencounteroftraditional
with modern forms of medicine runs through
most of the contributions as a central theme. In
the process, the rooted view of the pure,
wholesome countryside of fresh air, open space
and uncorrupted people was joined by a new
perception of backwardness, ignorance and
superstition.
The complementary rural perspective on
modern medicine becomes less clear, since the
volume inevitably reflects the main difficulty of
thetopic:peasantsgenerallygivelittletestimony
about themselves, which leaves historians with
few sources. Thus, the papers rely on documents
by administrators and physicians or on legal
texts, which tend toportray rural communities as
objectsratherthansubjectsoftheirownhistories.
But the descriptions from various places suggest
that the perception was probably similarly
ambiguous. Rural communities often resisted
modern medicine, experienced as an intrusion
from a strange urban culture focused on hygiene
and social control. Meanwhile, physicians in
Bavaria and Russia despaired at superstition and
the exasperating peasant stubbornness regarding
even the most elementary hygienic measures,
whose incompatibility with the necessities of
rurallifetheyoftenfailedtoappreciate.Asarule,
circumstances were marked by extreme poverty,
isolated and remote dwellings, forcing an
inadequate number of underpaid and underrated
doctors to spend a large part of their time on the
road (if there was one). Efforts to educate rural
people usually failed unless coupled with
improvements in public health infrastructures
that offered tangible benefits for peasants.
However, mutual distrust was tempered by
pragmatism, and modern medicine tended to
complement traditional healing instead of
supplanting it. In Spanish medical topographies
theshiftfrommiasmatictogermtheoryappeared
aschangeinterminologyratherthanconcept,and
in Majorca ideas of modern medicine spread
through elaborate monastic and kinship
networks.
In various ways, politics and economics
intervened in the process: evolving democratic
structuresshapedlocalresponsibilitiesforpublic
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capitalism spurred anti-malaria campaigns,
Spanish liberalism stimulated international
studies on rural hygiene, and changes of
government through dynastic heritage or
revolutioncouldspelltheendorthebeginningof
energetic public health efforts in most areas.
This volume is certainly not the last word on
ruralhealth.Butitisanimportantcontributionto




Jacalyn Duffin, Lovers and livers: disease
concepts in history, 2002 Joanne Goodman
Lectures, Toronto and London, University of
Toronto Press, 2005, pp. xvii, 234, £35.00,
$55.00 (hardback 0-8020-3868-9); £29.95,
$27.50 (paperback 0-8020-3805-0).
In Lovers and livers, Jacalyn Duffin offers a
witty, clear and comprehensible account of
disease concepts and how they are constructed
and change over time. Originating in three
lectures delivered in 2002, the book retains the
best of the spoken form in its admirable brevity
and ability to engage—it should rapidly become
a staple of course reading lists. As Duffin
emphasizes, the problem of understanding
disease concepts is not a new one. And what she
offershereisnotapolemicorradicalhypothesis,
but a carefully thought out and balanced account
of the different ways in which concepts are
formed and operate. Her basic argument is that
‘‘diseaseconstructsemergefromsocialaswellas
biological conventions, and they are constantly
revised to fit moral and intellectual premises’’
(p. 83). This careful presentation of a moderate
view deserves to be warmly welcomed by
those frustrated by the artificiality and
vitriol of some recent discussions about
constructivism and its alternatives.
Duffin begins her study with a tidy exposition
of the ways historians, philosophers and doctors
have thought about disease concepts. As is
standard, she distinguishes illness and disease,
and then dissects the ‘‘components of a
well-dressed disease concept’’ (p.10)—illness/
symptoms; patients; name; outcome; cause; and
treatment/prevention.Tothissheaddstheideaof
the Hippocratic triangle of patient, illness and
observer. This provides her with the basis on
which to analyse the different ‘‘shapes’’ of
diseases, and to describe the four main extant
disease models (organismic, population,
ontological and physiological) that she deploys
in the rest of the book.
The lovers and livers of her title form the
centrepiece of the book. The chapter on lovers
shows how lovesickness moved from
metaphor to disease, and then was further
transformed from ailment to sexual perversity.
She goes on to challenge those who presume
that love is no longer a disease, showing how
even today some kinds of love are fitted into
disease concepts with labels such as
codependency, erotomania, and counter-
transference. Interestingly, Duffin’s final
explanation for the pervasive connection
between love and disease is rooted in the ‘‘loss
of control’’ it promises. In its uniqueness,
private happiness, loss of self, and over-
whelming commitment, love offers an affront to
society and the rest of the world. These essential
elements of the symptom-complex of love thus
provide a structure for its social understanding.
The chapter on livers takes a newer subject,
Hepatitis C, the virus for which was discovered
only in 1989. Liver disease and hepatitis does,
of course, have a much longer history—
discussed here. But it is the ways in which this
olderconceptwassplitintonewdiseasesoverthe
later twentieth century that is Duffin’s main
concern. As she shows, the clinical sorting of
hepatitis was a slow and provisional story with
effects that were in turn affected by external
factors—the use of blood transfusion,
HIV—and social concerns, particularly the
legal debate over compensation. Finally, by
highlighting how morals, culpability, and
incidence interact, she argues that Hepatitis
C is dividing further into two groups, one
symptom-free and externally caused, the other
symptom-rich and the result of ‘‘lifestyle’’
choices. Togetherthese studiesdemonstrate how
effectively the careful and close analysis of
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Book Reviewsdisease concepts can reveal the history of health
andmedicineinitsmostdeep-rootedrelationship
to society at large.
Patrick Wallis,
London School of Economics
Melissa Leach, Ian Scoones and Brian
Wynne(eds),Scienceandcitizens:globalization
and the challenge of engagement, Claiming
Citizenship: Rights, Participation and
Accountability Series, London and New York,
Zed Books, 2005, pp. viii, 295, £55.00,
$75.00 (hardback 1-84277-550); £18.90,
$25.00 (paperback 1-84277-551-0).
Citizen has become something of a ‘‘buzz
word’’ of late. It is entwined in a very complex
manner with responsibility and duties. Although
associated with the French Revolution, its
circulation remained relatively geographically
limited in the nineteenth century compared with
twentieth-century global use. Not surprisingly,
onlyradicals inBritain seem tohaveemployed it
widely in the Victorian era. Its sustained
employment appears to have taken off around
the First World War, at which time, surely by no
coincidence, the term ‘‘health education’’ first
appeared. Thereafter use of the term citizen
in a medical context increased steadily until
aftertheSecondWorldWarwhenanexponential
rise in its employment seems to have taken
place. There is a complex story here about the
death of voluntarism, charity and reciprocal
obligation as the ‘‘natural’’ basis of society
and the rise of democracy. Medical uses of
citizen are probably only a subset of those
associated with science. In both instances the
idea of citizenship has been entwined with the
idea that knowledge was constitutive of
responsible citizenship. Lancelot Hogben was
the most famous proponent of this
view between the wars. It was preserved,
relatively unadulterated in the public
understanding of science movement. This
top down ideology cherished the notion that if
you knew the difference between an atom
and a molecule you were in a position to make
an informed decision about nuclear power.
Strangely, it took a long time for it to be
admitted that this notion was belied by the
fact that experts, who know far more subtle
sub-atomic differences than your average
auditor at a mechanics’ institute, could not
agree about the benefits or otherwise of nuclear
fission. The tension between citizenly and
expert scientific knowledge is one of the main
themes of this book. There are two other
equally important dimensions though. First,
the relations between science and public policy
are by no means straightforward. Are there
waysinwhichsciencewhenframedasstrategies,
protocols, plans, etc., implicitly excludes
citizens from participation in decision making?
Second, citizenship, which was once considered
onlyinwesternterms,isthesedaysthoughtabout
on a global scale (why is an inhabitant of an
African country any less a citizen of their state
than a European?).
The volume is composed of a number of case
studies and theoretical reflections. The best
essay,inthesenseofbeingprovocativeandwell-
written,is a studyby Steven Robinsof AIDSand
apartheid in South Africa. Robins addresses the
ways in which different groups in that state have
appropriated different understandings of AIDS
fordifferentpoliticalends.There arealsostudies
here on biotechnology in China, GM crops,
environmental health in India and in South
America, genetics and expertise in developing
countries. Safety and risk are themes which also
cementthewholevolume.Theoveralladmirable
aimofthe book is tobring together modern work
in science studies and disciplines devoted to
investigating global and national development.
The political agenda of the work is to demystify
expertiseandthinkaboutparticipatoryactivityin
areas customarily closed off by science.
However, if ever a work was devoted to
constructing an obscure expert-driven subject
inaccessible to the citizen, this is it. The
theoretical contributions are, to say the least,
opaque.
Christopher Lawrence,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the History
of Medicine at UCL
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Medieval Chinese medicine: the Dunhuang
medical manuscripts, Needham Research
Institute series, London and New York,
RoutledgeCurzon, 2005, pp. xxv, 450, illus.,
£90.00, $115.00 (0-415-34295-3).
In the past three decades, historians have
shown the early history of Chinese medicine to
have been far more complex than imagined by
previous generations of scholars. The discovery
in the 1970s and 1980s of numerous medical
manuscripts at Han dynasty archaeological sites
such as Mawangdui has led to the re-evaluation
of virtually everything we thought we knew
about medical knowledge in the late centuries
BCE. Research on the Dunhuang manuscripts
should have a similar impact on the study of
medieval Chinese medicine. The articles
collected here emphasize a diversity of theories
and practices, and completely overturn the
misconception that the medical system as
presented in canonical texts like the Huangdi
neijing dominated healing in this period.
Originallydiscoveredin1900inasealedroom
in a Buddhist cave in the Silk Road oasis town,
thousands of Dunhuang’s manuscripts were sold
to the European explorers Sir Aurel Stein and Dr
Paul Pelliot and found their way into French and
English libraries. In his introduction to the
volume,ChristopherCullenpointsoutthat,while
scholars have long recognized these texts as
important sources for the study of Buddhism,
linguistics, and social history, historians of
medicine have generally overlooked them,
despite their accessibility and geographical
proximity.
The work of many of the contributors to this
volume is already well known. Several authors
recently participated in a French publication on
Dunhuang manuscripts (Marc Kalinowski (ed.),
Divination et socie ´te ´ dans la Chine me ´die ´vale,
Paris, 2003), which may be considered a
companion volume to the present title. However,
Lo and Cullen also include numerous scholars
from China and Japan whose work is only rarely
made available in western languages. One of the
strengths of this volume thus lies in its ability to
introduce the English-speaking world to
these foreign scholars and their important
research.
A summary of the contents reveals the diverse
character of this volume, and of Dunhuang
medicine itself. Part 1 includes articles by Paul
Unschuld, Zheng Jinsheng, Wang Shumin, Zhao
Ping’an, and Xie Guihua, who discuss the
importanceofmanuscriptsassourcesinthestudy
of Chinese medical history and present
overviews of major collections to provide
context for the Dunhuang texts. In Part 2,
chapters by Marc Kalinowski, Donald Harper,
Liu Lexian, and Catherine Despeux present
evidence that iatromantic and divinatory arts
were important at Dunhuang as well as in
medieval Chinese society generally. In Part 3,
dedicatedtothecultureofyangsheng(nourishing
life) as an important influence on medical
knowledge,VivienneLo,SumiyoUmekawa,and
Sakade Yoshinobu review sometimes surprising
texts on moxibustion, love magic, and Daoist
self-cultivation techniques. Part 4, a section on
pharmacology, includes chapters by Wang
Shumin, Mayanagi Makoto, Chen Hsiu-fen, and
Anthony R Butler and John Moffett,who discuss
pharmacological manuscripts and the issues they
raise in the historiography of Chinese drugs. A
valuable appendix presents an annotated
bibliography of the Dunhuang medical texts in
the collections.
If the reviewer must find fault with this
groundbreaking work, then it would only be to
point out that many essays tend toward highly
specialized analysis of individual manuscripts.
For this reason, it will not as readily appeal to
non-specialists as the French volume mentioned
above, whichpresentsamorethematic treatment
of topics like hemerology, talismans, and
topomancy. On the other hand, this book is
among the few in English to tackle this eclectic
periodinChinesehistory,andtheonlyonetodeal
with Dunhuang medicine. For this reason alone,
it is an invaluable contribution to the field.
Taken as a whole, these authors, whether
focused on the minute details of particular
philological problems or comprehensive surveys
of manuscript caches, have provided in-depth
snapshots of the diverse medical culture of
medieval China. The contributors have
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co-existed with, challenged, and informed the
more familiar classical tradition, but that are not
readily apparent within the canonical texts
themselves. In so doing, they have added greatly
to our understanding of the complexity of
medicine at Dunhuang, and of Chinese history
more generally.
C Pierce Salguero,
Johns Hopkins School of Medicine
Manuela Tecusan, The fragments of the
Methodists:MethodismoutsideSoranus.Volume
one: Text and translation, Leiden, Brill, 2004,
pp. ix, 813, d149.00, $197.00 (hardback 90-04-
12451-9).
Withthisbook,ManuelaTecusanprovidesthe
first edition ever(with English translation)ofthe
fragments of the so-called Methodists. A
commentary and indices should follow soon in a
second volume. The Methodists were the third
main medical sect or ‘‘school of thought’’ to
emerge in the Roman era. The sect rapidly
became successful in Rome, for it had
charismatic leaders and, apparently, proved
efficient. Nevertheless, the Methodists also
received sharp criticism from more traditional
doctors (the Empiricists and the Rationalists),
whose claims to knowledge and efficiency were
suddenly challenged by people who dropped
Hippocrates and the Ancients into the dustbin of
history and were believed to practise medicine
afteronlysixmonths’training.Becauseourmain
source about the Methodists is Galen, who was a
fierce enemy of their sect, our understanding of
the Methodist doctrine is somewhat twisted.
Since Galen’s view of the Methodists prevailed
inearlymodernEurope,formanycenturiesthey,
and above all Thessalos of Tralles, have been
considered sophists or dangerous quacks.
Nevertheless, a few attempts were made to
reconsider the Methodists’ views as early as the
seventeenth century by Prospero Alpini (De
medicina methodica, Venice, 1611), as Jackie
Pigeaud’s pioneering work has shown (Pinel.
Auxportesdelapsychiatrie,Paris,2003).Forthe
Methodists’ conception of medicine was
anything but foolish: reading recent scholarship
onthesubject,itevenseemsthatMethodismwas
an amazing theoretical revolution in medical
history.
1
Manuela Tecusan’s collection gives crucial
elements for an understanding of the reasons for
that success. Of course, one would need the
second volume to use this precious material
properlyandreliablytoevaluateTecusan’swork,
but the original texts and the English translation
provide key insights into Methodist theories—
one should insist on the fact that there were, in
reality, several kinds of Methodism during the
Roman period, an evolution of their concepts,
anddivergencesfromonedoctortoanother.This
is why any attempt to reconstruct ancient
Methodism through the fragments is extremely
problematic, as Tecusan convincingly states in
her introduction.
However, Tecusan has not checked the
Greek manuscripts of the Galenic works,
which have not been critically edited. The
text is therefore provisional in some cases.
Since many mistakes have already been detected
by others, and editorial choices discussed in
other reviews, I prefer here to emphazise
some good conjectures that she has made
in the case of an important source: Pseudo-
Galen’s Introductio sive medicus (fr. 282–285).
In fragment 3 of the Medicus for example,
Tecusan justifiably reads suggegumnasm  e enwn
instead of suggegumnasm  e enon (this is
confirmed by the manuscripts—and had also
been rightly conjectured by Isnardi in a paper
of 1961). However, taking fragment 2, for which
Tecusan offers no less than five conjectures:
in all cases, the manuscripts provide either an
equivalent, or a better text than that offered by
Tecusanandmakeherconjectures(cleverasthey
maybe)notashelpfulastheyappearatfirstsight.
One fears that the same occurs in the case of the
numerous fragments from the treatise On the
methodofhealing,alsotakendirectlyfromK€ u uhn.
This shows how crucial it is now to provide new
editions of Galen and of the numerous pseudo-
Galenic texts before editing fragments of ancient
doctorsbasedonGalenicmaterial.Indeed,onlya
better understanding of each of those texts will
help to examine accurately the passages dealing
with Methodism. One may wonder about the
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best sect (Tecusan’s fragments 277–279), if it is,
as stated by Iwan M€ u uller over a century ago, an
early modern fake. The qualifications made by
the reviewer obviously aim at improving slightly
a very impressive, dedicated and useful work; in
any case, the details of the Greek text are of
importance only to a part of Tecusan’s
readership, which will be wide enough, as
soon as the commentary is published.
At any rate, thanks to Manuela Tecusan, the
Methodists,oncevilifiedbyGalenandneglected
by most of the Moderns, receive at last
well-deserved attention; one is impatient to
see the second volume published, in order to
use the first one ‘‘according to the right method’’




medizinischer Alltag in der ro ¨mischen
Kaiserzeit, Medizin Gesellschaft und
Geschichte, Beihefte 22, Stuttgart, Franz
Steiner, 2004, pp. 256, d38.00 (paperback
3-515-08415-0).
‘‘Asklepiosmedizin’’, the medicine of
Asclepius, or Asclepius in the medical tradition,
is a field of study which has been looked at from
various angles—archaeology, history of
medicine, Greek and Roman religion, history or
culturalhistoryoftheMediterraneanjusttoname
a few. The research of any of its various features
isverycomplexandrequiresmeticulousworkon
archaeological findings as well as a profound
knowledge of the general intellectual discourse
of their time.
This volume describes and contextualizes
Asclepian medicine of the Roman imperial
period. It is the revised version of a PhD thesis
written at the Institute of Ancient History at the
University of Bochum. The book consists of five
main parts, an introduction with a survey of
earlier studies on Asclepian medicine in
general and an outline of the main issues; an
extensive chapter on the medical marketplace
in imperial Rome and the different types of
medical profession, including also ritual healers;
a description of the Asclepius cult and its
origins; an analysis of the influence of Oriental
and Greek thought on Roman culture; and a
conclusion with a summary of the preceding
chapters.
The book covers, within the limitations of a
monographandbeyondthescopeofaPhDthesis,
allaspectsrelevantforahistoricalanalysisofthe
topic. Its structure is clear and lucid and an
elaborate system of references guides the reader




known subjects is provided, making the book
accessible for scholars from other disciplines.
Changes of perspective between the main
sections and also within chapters is one of the
leading features of the book. The focus shifts
fromanalysisofsecondaryliteraturetoanecdotal
accounts of healings, academic discourse on
medical sects in antiquity and interpretation of
cultural exchange in the Roman empire. Thus, it
gives insightintoallrelevantpartsandaspectsof
Asclepian medicine, institutions, buildings and
their setting, practices and the needs of the
patients.
The central part of the volume consists of a
study of three texts in which, in a broader sense,
patients describe their experiences of Asclepian
treatment. Carefully avoiding the problems of
retrospective diagnosis, Steger analyses the
nature of the disease, the treatment applied and
the setting in which it took place. He follows the
only right assumption, that some dietetic
measures might not be limited to a medical
meaning but could also be part of a cult or a
religious ritual, or, of course, common sense and
1Ph. Mudry, ‘Le regard souverain ou la me ´decine
de l’e ´vidence’, Les cinq sens dans la me ´decine de
l’e ´poque impe ´riale : sources et de ´veloppements (Actes
de la table ronde du 14 juin 2001, ed. I Boehm and
P Luccioni), Paris, De Boccard, 2003, pp. 31–8 ; J
Pigeaud, ‘Les fondements du me ´thodisme’, in Les
e ´coles me ´dicales a ` Rome (Actes du 2
e colloque
international sur les textes me ´dicaux latins antiques,
Lausanne1986),Publicationsdelafaculte ´ deslettresde
Lausanne, XXXIII, Gen  e eve, Droz, 1991, pp. 9–50.
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understanding.Whatthepatientencounteredwas
not a medical treatment one could get at the
practice of a resident physician, and if one
wantedapurelymedicaltreatment,onecouldsee
a doctor and avoid the trouble of travelling to an
Asclepian sanctuary. Asclepian medicine was
characterized by a treatment that had its roots
both in rituals and medical thought, and usually
also a direct contact between patient and god.
Overall, this book provides a detailed study of
the imperialAsclepius cultanditsrelationshipto
medical practice; moreover, it traces back the
roots of the cult and gives information on its
relevance for the medical history of the western
world. It provides both a link and a synopsis for
materialthatwouldotherwisebehiddeninhighly
specialized publications of different disciplines.
Barbara Zipser,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
Selma Tibi, The medicinal use of opium in
ninth-century Baghdad, Sir Henry Wellcome
Asian Series, vol. 5, Leiden and London, Brill,
2006, pp. xiv, 314, d93.00, $133.00
(hardback 90-04-0414696-2).
With an intimate knowledge of the Arabic
language and a professional background in
pharmacy, the author of this study possesses a
fortunate combination of qualifications for
examining the medicinal use of opium in ninth-
century Baghdad. The great achievement and
centrepiece of Tibi’s research is a detailed
analysis of six key medical texts (al-Kind   ’s
Aqr  a ab  a adh   n,S   a ab  u ur ibn Sahl’s Aqr  a ab  a adh   n,
H
_
unayn ibn Ish  a aq’s K. al-‘ashr maq  a al  a at f   
‘l-‘ayn,al-Tabar   ’sFirdawsal-h
_
ikma,ps.-Th  a abit
ibn Qurra’s K. al-Dhakh   ra, and R  a az   ’s H
_
  a aw   ),
whichshescrutinizedforanyreferencestoopium
or variants of poppy. Some of these texts have
been edited with indices, but Tibi had the
painstaking task of examining all 23 volumes




use of opium; use of opium in the early ninth
century and in the late ninth century. Tibi admits
this distinction is slightly arbitrary, yet, as she
states in her conclusion, earlier authors tend to
have longer recipes with far more ingredients,
which are usually prescribed for a large number
ofverydisparateailments,whereastherecipesof
laterauthorsareshorter,moretothepointandsay
very little about preparation, weights or dosage
(p. 170). In each part Tibi provides a general
introduction to the authors and their works,
presents annotated translations of key passages
and describes the general use of opium/poppy in
the work of every author. Her approach is as
accurate as it is comprehensive. It covers a
varietyofissuessuchasthekindofopium/poppy
used, the ingredients it is used with, the ailments
treated, the use of the medicaments, and the
dosage of opium. Throughout her book Tibi
presents the answers to these questions in very
helpful and detailed statistical tables. The
appendix contains editions of the Arabic
passages, a list of the materia medica and
glossaries of substances and diseases.
There are not many shortcomings in this
impressive study. One of them concerns the
presentation of the edited Arabic texts. Even
though the editions are part of the appendix, Tibi
chose to discuss the state of the manuscripts and
her editorial principles in the study itself where
they disrupt her discussion of the contents.
Furthermore, Tibi generally relied on existing
editions for which she occasionally suggests
different readings; in the case of H
_
unayn’s
treatise she also consulted two additional
manuscripts. Unfortunately she did not do so in
the case of S  a ab  u ur’s Aqr  a ab  a adh   n. She seems to
havebeenunawareofManfredUllmann’sreview
(Welt des Orients, 2004, 34) of Oliver Kahl’s
edition (The small dispensatory, Leiden, 2003),
which points out the significant amount of
material neglected in that edition.
Another shortcoming of the study is its strict
limitation to descriptions of the statistical
findings. Except for a few remarks in her
interesting conclusion, Tibi does not try to
explain why the use of opium differs so
substantially between individual authors, opium
appearing in only 4 per cent of al-Kind   ’s
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_
unayn’s
recipes. She suggests that Islamic physicians
contributedviewsandexperiencesoftheirownto
the Greek medical tradition(p. 179),yet shefails
to specify how far opium could exemplify this
development. Finally, she does not address
aspects, such as trade or prices of opium, which
go beyond the strictly medicinal use as it is
depicted in medical treatises.
Tibi presents a rich collection of expertly
analysedmaterialwhichwillbeindispensablefor
future researchers when they address related
questions such as the medicinal use of opium in
othertimesandplacesoftheIslamicworldorthe
cultural history of opium.
Anna Akasoy,
Warburg Institute
Andrew T Crislip, From monastery to
hospital: Christian monasticism and the
transformation of health care in late Antiquity,
Ann Arbor, University of Michigan Press,
2005, pp. x, 235, £33.50, $70.00 (hardback
0-472-11474-3).
The quest for the first hospital in history has
occupied the minds of many scholars, especially
since Timothy S Miller published his
controversialbookThebirthofthehospitalinthe
Byzantine empire in 1985 (reprinted 1997).
Crislip’s present monograph, based on his
doctoral dissertation, contributes to this debate.
His main argument runs approximately as
follows.
In Late Antiquity, Christian monasticism
emerged in Egypt, having two main varieties:
‘‘lavra’’ and ‘‘coenobitic’’. In the former, monks
assembled to live in the same place without
subscribing to one central authority or one set of
regulations. Conversely, the latter was
characterizedbyastronguniformity:membersof
themonastery wouldabidebythe samerulesand
were integrated into a hierarchical structure.
Both types of institutions developed
sophisticated medical provisions. Especially in
the coenobitic monasteries of St Pachomius
(fl. 320) and his successors and imitators, a
complex health care system was put into place.
If a monk became ill, a ‘‘triage officer’’ would
determine where the patient should go, with
highly skilled physicians and nurses treating the
seriouscases.Moreover,themonasticauthorities
strovetoremovethestigmawhichoftenattached
to disease and disability in the contemporaneous
pagan world. When St Basil of Caesarea (d. 379)
visited Egypt in the 350s, he was so impressed
with these monastic medical provisions that he
decidedtotakeChristiancharityonestepfurther.
He founded a gigantic hospital—comparable to
the seven wonders of the ancient world—in his
home town of Caesarea in Cappadocia (modern
east-central Turkey). It boasted a sophisticated
health care system similar to that found in the
Egyptian monasteries, but with the difference
that free inpatient care, dispensed by
professional physicians and nurses, was not
mainly restricted to monks, but made
available to the general public for the first time.
Thus the first hospital, inspired by Egyptian
monastic traditions, was born to become a
template for the many other hospitals which
spread throughout the Eastern Mediterranean
and beyond.
Thiscertainlyis agoodstory,butonewonders
whether it makes for good history. There are
several problems with both the evidence
presented here and the general theoretical
approach. Crislip often resorts to sweeping
generalizations, for instance when contrasting
monasticmedicinewithitspagancounterpart.He
claims that ‘‘the sick person in Greco-Roman
antiquity was ‘less than fully a human being’’’,
and that ‘‘‘[a]ntiquity offers no evidence of any
provision for the care of the crippled’’’ (p. 69),
citing secondary sources. Yet the second
quotation,takenfroman1956article,iscertainly
incorrect(see,forinstance,MLRose’sbookThe
staff of Oedipus: transforming disability in
Ancient Greece, Ann Arbor, University of
Michigan Press, 2003). Likewise, the first
statement hardly applies to all the variegated
societies and individuals within the classical
Graeco-Roman world. Furthermore, like Miller
quoted above, Crislip interprets his primary
sources in a tendentious manner. For example,
the evidence for the presence of physicians in St
Basil’s hospital largely hinges on half a sentence
in one of St Basil’s letters where he talks about
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‘‘physicians’’ and ‘‘doctors’’, although it can
simply mean ‘‘those who treat’’. In the face of
suchsparseevidence,heresortstoargumentslike
the following (p. 116): ‘‘There is no
contemporary evidence for the architecture
of the hospital [founded by St Basil], nor is
there any description of the types of medical
procedures employed. Nevertheless, since
Basil himself as a young man was trained in
standard Hippocratic and Galenic medicine we
may suppose that a similar standard was
employed in his hospital.’’
Apart from these generalizations and
interpretative liberties, Crislip’s approach also
lacks theoretical rigour. Following Miller,
Crislip attaches great importance to the
distinctionbetween‘‘hospices’’and‘‘hospitals’’,
the latter being characterized by the presence of
professional physicians. Whether this distinction
between caring and curing or the quest for the
first hospital thus defined are useful has rightly
been questioned by scholars such as Peregrine
Horden and Vivian Nutton (none of whose
contributions published during the last two
decades is cited). Finally, out of a desire to find
the presentinthe past,asitwould appear,Crislip
frequently employs modern terminology such as
the term ‘‘triage officer’’. The ‘‘triage’’ in the
monasteries of Egypt has, however, little to do
with that occurring in modern hospitals. In the
former, an elder who often was not a physician
himself would determine whether the patient
was really sick or merely pretending to be
so in order to gain remission from the harsh
duties and access to better food (and maybe
even some wine); he would then decide
whether the disease was caused by a demon,
therefore requiring exorcism, or by natural
causes.
Despite these criticisms, Crislip’s book
contains some interesting material, for instance,
whenhequotesfromhithertounpublishedCoptic
sources. And, like that by Timothy S Miller, it





back at early English museums, Perspectives on
Collecting series, Aldershot, Ashgate, 2005,
pp. xii, 297, £47.50, $94.95 (hardback
0-7546-0506-X).
For those engaged in the modern world of
museum practice, where time to reflect on the
importance of our collections and the enquiry
thatshouldinformhow we make useofthem can
easily vie with so many other imperatives, Ken
Arnold’s new book compels us to address the
needtoregainourperspectiveonthecontribution
of collectors and collections as sources of
meaning, creativity and knowledge.
Arnold illuminates this study by an absorbing
exploration of seventeenth-century English
collecting activity and the birth of what he terms
‘‘museum-science’’. Focusing on a number of
leading scholars and collectors, and on early
curators such as Lord Arundel and Robert Plot,
alongside the influence of scientific and
philosophical thinkers of the period, he explores
thecreationofformalinstitutionsthatbecamethe
repositoriesfortheiractivities.Hisearlychapters
show how these collectors encompassed the
tradition of narrative, functional and taxonomic
approaches, but which gave way in time to a
dominantconcernwithtaxonomy,throughwhich
we can trace the accumulation of the vast
‘‘survey’’collections thatbecame the foundation
of the modern museum. Growing emphasis on
taxonomic order arising out of contemporary
philosophical concerns with education,
language, memory and even theology drove
forward the museum preoccupation with
classification and identification to become all
pervading by the nineteenth century, and
reflectedstillinourmajornationalandacademic
collections. Underlying this process was of
course the exclusion of any form of material that
failed to submit to this approach or alternative
strategies for collecting, or for considering the
meaning of what they contain.
Later chapters attempt what he considers to be
the important task of connecting contemporary
debate about the role of the modern curator with
the seventeenth-century origins of museum
collecting.Arnoldexplainshowinnovationinthe
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regenerate their collections, through more
experimental approaches to interpretation,
interdisciplinary collaboration, the involvement
ofexternal‘‘curators’’,andthematicprojectsand
exhibitions, hasresonancewiththeworkofearly
modern curators. They are linked by their
aspirationtomakenewdiscoveriesbysubjecting
their collections to a more speculative and
subjective ideas-led approach.
Arnold’s regret at the decline of the
seventeenth-century collector’s engagement
with the curious and wonderful underlies his
fundamentally optimistic thesis that museums
can reinvigorate their capacity to help us
comprehend our natural and man-made world.
His call is to redress the balance from what he
sees as the current obsession for museums to
ensure they are above all sources of information
and education, where objects are easily obscured
by images, technology and interactivity that
often convey a worthy, but oppressive, overload
of messages. Instead, he sets out an argument for
objects as the direct focus for inspiring and
provoking audiences and for museums as places
where we can find pleasure and excitement, and
create ideas, knowledge and understanding.
This bold and exhilarating study combines
polemic relevant to the modern museum
practitioner with historical insight that makes an
important contribution to the study of early
modern museums. It draws on wide-ranging
scholarship, museological, historical and from
the history of ideas, as well as expert knowledge
of a museum curator. It challenges what are still
fundamental values amongst a significant
number of contemporary curators today; it is
hard, for example, to see that many of the
academic specialists working in certain national
institutions would be prepared to abandon the
rigorous and empirical approach that underpins
their endeavours. Yet Arnold makes a refreshing
and disarming plea for the regeneration of the
idea of a ‘‘cabinet of curiosity’’ that he rightly
appreciates remains central to the cultural and
intellectual fascination of museums.
Kate Arnold-Forster,
University of Reading
John L Burton (ed.), ‘Six hundred miseries’:
the seventeenth century womb: book 15 of ‘The
practice of physick’ by Lazare Rivi  e ere, trans.
Nicholas Culpeper (London 1678), London,
Royal College of Obstetricians and
Gynaecologists, 2005, pp. xvi, 216, illus.,
£24.95 (hardback 1-904752-13-6).
Before 1700 the popular demand for English-
language publications on midwifery and related
matterswasmetbytranslationsandextractsfrom
continental works, since almost nothing came
from English writers at this time. Nicholas
Culpeper (d. 1664), arguably one of the most
influential and popular writers of the late 1640s
and the 1650s, translated a number of texts from
the best contemporary authorities. After his
death, the London booksellers capitalized on
Culpeper’s reputation and printed dozens of
authorized and unauthorized posthumous
editions of the English physician (1652) and
English physician enlarged (1653). His name
was also included in the titles of various
translations of continental texts, including the
worksoftheFrenchphysician,LazareRivi  e ere(d.
1655). It is the English translation of Book 15 of
Rivi  e ere’s Practice of physic (Of the Diseases of
Women) that John L Burton has edited and
annotated in ‘Six hundred miseries’: the
seventeenth century womb.
I read Burton’s ‘Six hundred miseries’ with
pleasure and welcome the fact that Rivi  e ere’s
fascinating and largely inaccessible work has
been made available to both the general and the
medical reader. The modern edition of the
translation of Rivi  e ere provides a valuable insight
intothemedicalthinkingandpracticeofobstetric
and gynaecological medicine of the seventeenth
century. It will also capture the interest of those
who want to explore the range of therapeutic
medicines on offer to women, both for ‘‘life-
threatening’’disordersandforafflictionsofdaily
life which were just plain inconvenient. Green
sickness (chlorosis), menstrual irregularities,
Mother-Fits (hysteria), inflammations of the
womb, cancer, infertility, abortion and
miscarriage, in addition to complications during
childbirth are some of the many female
conditions discussed in the text. John Burton has
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(p. xi) and has made the seventeenth-century
medical terminology more accessible to modern
readers. Unfamiliar medical and pharmaceutical
terms are explained, and Burton also provides a
useful glossary of the herbs, animal products and
mineral substances cited in the text. The original
sub-headings in each chapter have also been
retained for ease of reference (i.e. Causes,
Diagnosis/Signs, Prognosis and Treatment).
Although Burton has retained enough of the
original text to convey the flavour of Rivi  e ere’s
Practice of physic his ruthless editing and
removal of repetition means that some important
elements of the original text are missing. For
example, in Chapter X (Of a Cancer of the
Womb) he does not include the author’s
discussion about the different forms of cancer
that might occur. Furthermore, Burton is
selective regarding the number of therapies that
helists.Forexample,whilecitingtheuseoffrogs
andrivercrabsinthetreatmentofcancer,hedoes
not record the many other remedies
recommended.





Katharina Ernst, Krankheit und Heiligung.
Die medikale Kultur w€ u urttembergischer
Pietisten im 18. Jahrhundert, Vero ¨ffentlich-
ungen der Kommission f€ u ur geschichtliche
Landeskunde in Baden-W€ u urttemberg, 154,
Stuttgart,WKohlhammer,2003,pp.XXVI,258,
d22.50, SFr 38.00 (hardback 3-17-018103-3)
Eighteenth-century German Pietism has not
beenshortofhistorians.Butwhileitstheological
foundations have been carefully explored, we
still know woefully little about the everyday life
of its members, and virtually nothing of their
attitudes towards illness. Katharina Ernst’s
book (a revised version of her PhD thesis) is
therefore a welcome contribution to the
understanding of sickness within the framing
of Pietism itself.
She focuses on some of the leading figures
behind W€ u urttemberg’s Pietism, such as Albrecht
Bengel, and his various pupils. She also sifts the
correspondence and diaries of less prominent
Pietists for reference to illness. With such
information Ernst sets out to test the daily
realities of illness against the theological ideals
cherished in widely circulated normative Pietist
publications on the subject by Philipp Jakob
Spener, Samuel Urlsperger, and Magnus
Friedrich Roos.
Ernst introduces the reader to current
historiographical debates, followed by a
thoughtful analysis of the methodological
problemsinvolvedintheuseofautobiographical
sources. As only to be expected, she also
discusses in detail the secondary literature on
German pietism. While the density of
information in her three prefatory chapters is
often overwhelming, there are rewards in her
source materials, which allow us to penetrate
perceptionsof,andreactionsto,illness,cure,and
moral evaluations of sickness, survival and
death. In each of these chapters she relentlessly
pursues these issues in relation to each of her
chosen Pietists. While this method is
occasionally tedious and repetitive, it
nevertheless demonstrates how flexible Pietists
dealt with the injunctions laid down in their
Biblical interpretation.
The book’s central claim is that the suffering
physical body was vital to W€ u urttemberg’s
Pietists’faith.Thisisaboldstatementthatplaces
Ernst in opposition to most of the secondary
literature, which has generally argued for a
neglect, even a complete rejection, of all
physicality in Pietist culture. Ernst convincingly
shows that while the interpretation of the Bible
and other devotional literature was important to
Pietists’ spiritual education, it was the insight
gained from human physical suffering that was
believed to provide the ultimate salutary
experiences on their thorny road to spiritual
perfection. W€ u urttemberg’s Pietists cherished
their suffering bodies as laboratories of God’s
will whose workings were to be passively
accepted. Although this ascetic attitude did not
prevent them from seeking medical advice,
therapeutic ‘‘success’’ was of minor importance.
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complaint was celebrated as a step towards the
divine.
Ernst’s close analysis of her sources enables
hertoretrieveawealthofnewdetailsonPietists’
daily experiences of illness. However, her
exclusive focus on materials written by Pietists,
members of a tiny religious minority in
W€ u urttemberg who often lived far from each
other,makesitdifficulttoagreewithsomeofher
more generalizing claims. The most striking
example is her discussion of Pietists’
understanding of nature in chapter 8. After
having extracted all possible meaning from her
material,Ernstconcludesthateighteenth-century
W€ u urttemberg Pietists inhabited an ‘‘enchanted’’
world, and that, in contrast to non-Pietist society
(which underwent a Weberian process of
‘‘disenchantment’’), God’s influence continued
to be prominent as the explanation of all
kinds of natural phenomena including, above
all, disease.
This sweeping argument emphasizes the
uniqueness of Pietist culture. It is, however,
hardly convincing in light of recent research
on eighteenth-century understanding of nature,
which has underlined the continuity of
theological interpretation of natural
phenomena at all social and intellectual
levels. Ernst is aware that Keith Thomas’s old
‘‘disenchantment thesis’’ cannot be
maintained, but her book does not offer any
grand alternative.
The wider culture of eighteenth-century
W€ u urttemberginwhichthePietistslived,andwith
which they interacted, remains unexplored. How
useful it is then to paint a picture of a Pietists’
culture in isolation? How (if at all) did Pietists’
attitudes towards disease differ from those of
their non-Pietist neighbours, for example? Or,
how far did their understanding of natural
phenomena reflect, or was shaped by, more
general intellectual trends in Enlightenment
society in W€ u urttemberg?
Despite these lingering questions, Ernst’s
study is a lasting contribution to an area
that has previously been written too exclusively
from the theological top down. She offers
us an enormously detailed description of the
medical world of sick Pietists. In doing so she
provides a pioneering contribution to how
Pietists dealt with sickness, and shows how
centralthisexperiencewasfortheconstructionof
the Pietist faith itself.
Claudia Stein,
University of Warwick
Alan Derickson, Health security for all:
dreams of universal health care in America,
Baltimore and London, Johns Hopkins
University Press, 2005, pp. xii, 240, $30.00,
£20.00 (hardback 0-8018-8081-5).
HistoriesofAmerica’s healthsystemareoften
couched as enquiries into separate development.
Why, in the early twentieth century, did the
United States not follow Germany and Britain in
passing legislation to secure national health
insurance? Why in the post-war period, did
America’s health provision—voluntary
insurance for the many, with statutory protection
limited to the elderly and poor—differ so
markedlyfromthatavailableinthewelfarestates
of western Europe? And why at the turn of the
millennium,whensome44millioncitizensofthe
world’s wealthiest country lacked insurance
coverage, did the USA remain ‘‘alone among the
developed nations’’ (p. 157) in eschewing
universal access to health care? These are some
ofthequestionswhichanimateAlanDerickson’s
new study of health policy debates from the
Progressive era to the Clinton presidency.
Ofcourse,theyarealsofamiliarquestions,and
historians of social policy have generally
understood the American Sonderweg in terms of
the decisive role of interest groups in its political
system. Explanations typically centre on the
greater wealth and leverage of organized
medicineandtheinsuranceindustrythatallowed
the status quo to see off the challenge of
reformers. Meanwhile they, unlike their
European equivalents, lacked the support of
organized labour, which was more ambivalent
about national health insurance. Beatrix
Hoffmann’s study of the Progressive moment,
and Colin Gordon’s authoritative survey of
twentieth-century health care politics are key
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valuable addition to this literature, though one
which takes a rather different approach.
The unique feature of the book is its focus on
the goal of universalism, rather than the more
narrowpoliticsofnationalhealthinsurance.This
allows forgreater considerationofotherpossible
routes towards universal access, principally the
chimeraofvoluntaryinsuranceandtheextension
of publicly funded services. Here the book
helpfully augments existing studies by bringing
intoviewconservativethinkerswhochampioned
the former principle and those figures in the
public health movement who favoured the latter.
The theme of universalism also embraces the
philosophical justifications for health care
reform, which Derickson shows to be grounded
in discourses of needs, efficiency, and rights.
Broadly he argues that the reform impulse in the
first half of the twentieth century was dominated
by humanitarian concern with needs and the
Progressive case for the health of the employed
worker, but that this was superseded by
argumentsforhealthcareasarightofcitizenship,
particularly following the civil rights era.
The discussion is organized chronologically
and the principal methodology is the analysis of
policy documents rather than of political events,
whichoftenpassbyfleetingly.Readerswillneed
to look elsewhere if seeking, for example, fuller
detail of the passage of the Hill–Burton Act,
which introduced federal support for hospitals
and imposed an obligation on recipients to
providesomefreecare.Theuncouplingofpolicy
statements from a political narrative is
occasionally frustrating. It is fascinating to learn
that members of the American Medical
Association and of the Catholic Church have at
times subscribed to universalism, but the
representativeness and significance of these
occasional voices is hard to gauge. The latter
stages of the book engage more fully with
realpolitik, when the opportunity for progress in
the 1970s was squandered by division between
those reformers who favoured wholesale change
tothehealthsystem,andthosepreparedtoaccept
more piecemeal gains. Derickson argues
forcefully that the latter course was the only
viable route towards improving access. At the
same time his reading of the place of
universalism within policy debate since the
1970s suggests the scope for major change is
severelylimited:theheavycostsoftheAmerican
systemhaveforcedtheissueofcostcontainment,
rather than population coverage, to the top of the
health policy agenda. None the less, the author
ends on an upbeat note, suggesting that the
banner of universalism might yet provide a
rallying point for a new coalition of the working
poor, minority rights activists and reform
intellectuals. It must be said, though, that the
history he has recounted gives little hope that a
new settlement for the uninsured is likely in the
foreseeable future.
Martin Gorsky,
London School of Hygiene and
Tropical Medicine
KeirWaddington,Thebovinescourge:meat,
tuberculosis and public health, 1850–1914,
Woodbridge, Boydell Press, 2006, pp. ix, 226,
£50.00, $85.00 (hardback 1-18483-193-7).
The discovery of bovine spongiform
encephalopathy (BSE) and its link to human
brain diseases in the 1980s dramatically
highlighted issues relating to the safety of meat
and the relationship between animal and human
disease. Yet these issues were not new. As Keir
Waddington points out, concerns about the
effects of this disease on humans were a major
public health issue a hundred years before.
Waddington uses medical and veterinary texts
to examine the scientific understanding of the
transmission of bovine tuberculosis to humans.
He investigates the role of the German
bacteriologist Robert Koch, whose identification
of the tubercle bacillus in 1882 confirmed the
previously suspected danger of consuming
products of diseased livestock, and discusses the
impact of Koch’s pronouncement at the British
Congress on Tuberculosis in 1901 that bovine
tuberculosis was different from the human
variety and did not threaten human health. The
main effect of this pronouncement appeared to
have been a heightened determination in Britain
toprovesuchalink,leadingtowhatWaddington
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However, the danger of eating tuberculous meat
wasprobablyexaggerated.Likerabies,thethreat
from bovine tuberculosis existed more at a
rhetorical than an epidemiological level.
Explaining the alarm, Waddington discusses the
new cultural meaning of meat at a time when
consumption was increasing, and the role of
medical officers of health and veterinarians who
were staking out their professional grounds,
seeking ways of making concrete contributions
to the public health.
By1900thefocusofattentionhadshiftedfrom
infected meat to milk. Part of the reason for the
shift, Waddington tells us, was a sense that ‘‘the
problem of diseased meat was on the way to
being solved’’. He notes that the abolition of
private slaughterhouses, the establishment of
public abattoirs, and efficient meat inspection
were thought sufficient to prevent the sale of
tuberculousmeat ‘‘becauseitwould nolongerbe
remunerativetokeeptuberculouscowsuntilthey
become seriously diseased’’ (p. 154). Further
reassurance stemmed from the belief that
cooking rendered diseased meat safe. This
explanation is not entirely convincing.
Uncertainty persisted about what constituted
diseased meat as late as 1914, and the failure to
preventthesaleofdiseasedmeatledtoafocuson
eradicating tuberculosis in cattle, and yet
compensation remained a thorny issue.
Waddington’s discussion of the effects of
cooking meat also reveals ongoing doubts about
its efficacy. He perhaps comes closer to
providing an explanation for the shift when he
relatesittothemountingconcernforchildhealth
around the turn ofthe century. Tuberculous meat
primarily affected adults while tuberculous milk
affectedchildrenandwasseenasdamagingtothe
future strength of the nation.
Waddington argues that the part played by the
public in shaping concerns remains ‘‘uncertain’’,
with limited evidence of public involvement.
‘‘Unlike other contagious diseases, fears of
bovine tuberculosis were essentially fashioned
byeliteveterinariansanddoctorswhodefinedthe
problem, drove debate and lamented that the
publicwere notmore interested inthe threat they
believed the disease represented’’ (p. 188). This
conclusion surprised me, for elsewhere he states,
‘‘Bythelate1880s...themedicalprofessionand
lay public were alarmed about alleged danger of
transmission through eating infected meat and
milk’’ (emphasis added, p. 92), and ‘‘By the
Edwardian period, public opinion was in favour
of concerted measures to check the spread of
bovine tuberculosis as an integral part of the
crusade against consumption’’ (p. 188). He also
notes that the National Association for the
Prevention of Consumption, a lay organization
set up in 1898, held local conferences to discuss
measures to control bovine tuberculosis, and
convened the 1901 Congress on Tuberculosis,
intended as a ‘‘venue for public education’’
(p. 113). There were also clean milk campaigns
by voluntary bodies, including the National
League for Physical Education and
Improvement, and the National Health Society.
The ‘‘uncertainty’’ about the public’s role
perhaps reflects the sources hechose tofocuson.
In his conclusion, Waddington engages with
historians who have suggested that social
interventionplayedanimportantpartinmortality
decline, and argues that ‘‘the history of meat and
milk inspection indicates that not all areas of
publichealthworkprogressedatthesamerate,or
were equally successful’’ (p. 189). Indeed, with
local opposition and scientific uncertainties
prevailing, he demonstrates that public health
initiatives to eliminate bovine tuberculosis were
not at all successful in the period under
discussion. Waddington’sstudyamply fulfils his
goals of filling a gap in the historiography of
tuberculosisandcontributinganewdimensionto




Werner Troesken, Water, race, and disease,
Cambridge, MA, and London, MIT Press, 2004,
pp. xviii, £22.95, $35.00 (hardback
0-262-20148-8).
In1971agroupofAfricanAmericanslivingin
Shaw, Mississippi, sued their town for failing to
meet the standards of the fourteenth amendment
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protection of the laws for all Americans). The
plaintiffs argued that since 20 per cent of black
homes lacked access to sanitary sewers and only
1 per cent of white homes were similarly bereft,
a clear pattern of racial discrimination in
government services existed. Further, the pipes
supplying water to black homes were narrower
than those to white dwellings, creating much
lower water pressure in black neighbourhoods.
The African American citizens group won the
case, and civil rights activists hailed it as a
watershed decision, of the order of Brown v.
Board of Education, the 1954 Supreme Court
decision that outlawed discrimination in school
assignments. Commentators expected a flood of
similar discrimination suits about water and
sewer rights to follow.
But,asitturnsout,theywerewrong.Shawdid
not set a huge precedent precisely because the
town’s water and sewer pattern was highly
unusual. In fact, as Werner Troesken argues in
this tightly reasoned and deeply researched
monograph, discrimination with regard to these
civil services was rare, and even from the early
twentieth century blacks received comparable
water access. Most public water and sewer
systems were installed in American cities during
the nineteenth or early twentieth century. During
that period cities in the US were far less
segregatedthanisthecasetoday,asbothworking
and affluent classes lived in town, with poor
dwellings interspersed with more elegant
establishments. This proximity made it easier to
engineeruniformsystemsservingbothracesthan
to segregate pipes by household colour. Further,
there was considerable fear of ‘‘spillover’’
disease, contagion from the poor to affluent,
especially with regard to typhoid fever. These
twofactorsmeantthatmunicipalwaterandsewer
systems installed in the two to three decades on
eithersideof1900rarelydiscriminated,andeven
in the more segregated towns, black access
lagged behind white by only a few years.
The result was of great benefit to black
citizens. Typhoid rates dropped 55 per cent
among black people after water filtration
equipment was installed, for example; this
contrasted to a decline of 16 per cent in whites.
The author explains this discrepancy by pointing
out that the poverty of black citizens had
prevented them from taking measures of
protection open to whites, such as buying bottled
water, or having the education, time and fuel to
boil water for drinking. Troesken argues that
black life expectancy rose from 30 in 1900 to 44
in 1940 mainly because of the impact of water-
borne disease reduction. He also finds that in
somesoutherntownsblackmalariaratesdropped
remarkably with the introduction of water
purificationsystems,suggestingthattyphoidhad
often been misdiagnosed as malaria among the
black population.
Troesken supports his theses with statistical
and econometric methods, a style of argument-
ationsomewhatoutoffavouramonghistoriansof
late. Troesken asks clear questions of his data,
and offers interesting answers. He finds that the
Shaw case was important because it was so
atypical; although schools, hospitals, churches
and other institutions had been rabidly
segregated in the Jim Crow south, water supplies
and sewers had not. Any historian who would
challengehisfindingswillhavetomeetdatawith
data, eschewing the random quotation or text
analysis for maps, vital statistics, and records of
public improvements. This is a landmark book
which speaks directly to the Thomas McKeown
controversy—to paraphrase a catch line from the





reconstruction to prohibition, Baltimore and
London, Johns Hopkins University Press, 2005,
pp. xxiii, 357, £32.00, $48.00 (hardback
0-8018-8119-6).
With this book, Sarah Tracy has undertaken to
revisit a subject that has already attracted
considerable scholarly attention. Her main
contribution to this vast and ramified
historiography consists in a detailed analysis of
the various, intricate, and by no means all-
powerful processes subsumed under a seemingly
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of intemperance’’.
While her ‘‘story highlights the failure of the
medical profession to discover a specific
mechanism that caused alcoholism (other than
excessive consumption of ethanol)’’ (p. xvi) and
to undermine definitively the religious approach
todrinking,itneverthelessaimstogobeyondthe
mere depiction of the ‘‘incomplete
medicalization’’of inebriety that prevailed at the
end of the Progressive Era. In this perspective,
Tracy investigates a series of transformations in
theattitudetowardsdrinkingintheUnitedStates,
from the second half of the nineteenth century to
the passing of the Volstead Act. Instead of
focusing solely on the (partly) conflicting views
and strategies of medical activists, on the one
hand, and temperance organizations, on the
other, she favours a comprehensive inquiry into
the developments at work at different levels. The
investigation starts by highlighting the cultural
characteristics of the Gilded Age and the
Progressive Era that help to explain the status of
alcoholism as the most dreaded peril of the time;
then proceeds with an analysis of the competing
theories debated within the medical profession,
as well as the various kinds of institutions set up
to take care of inebriates; and closes with an
exploration of the views expressed by the
alcoholics themselves on their disease, and the
treatment they were subjected to.
Three kinds of narratives are therefore
intertwined in the fabric of the book. The first
thread concentrates on the rising concerns about
alcohol consumption, especially as regards the
transmission of ‘‘inebriate diathesis’’ from one
generation to the other. ‘‘The second narrative
focuses on physicians’ foray into the arena of
social reform’’ (p. 18) with three complementary
aims:toconvincethepublicthatdrinkingwastoo
serious a problem to be left to the care of
Christian temperance associations; to persuade
state legislatures that the money spent on the
construction and the running of either ‘‘inebriate
asylums’’orfarmcolonies(described asthe only
effective responses to the disease) would be well
used;toregulatethetradeofthemanyproprietary
drugs against alcoholism advertised all over the
country. Finally, the third layer of the story
approaches patients’ experience of the disease,
andinstitutionalizationthroughthestudyoftheir
correspondence with physicians, relatives, or the
courts, as well as autobiographies published by
‘‘reformed alcoholics’’. The originality of the
book resides precisely in Tracy’s ability to build
simultaneously on the contribution of the social
history of medicine (great attention is paid to
evolution in the very terms used by physicians
with their underlying connotations), the history
of state interventions in a contentious area, and
cultural history of popular representations.
Perhapsthemostinterestingaspectofthebookis
her analysis of the complex mix of medical and
moral (i.e. overwhelmingly Christian)
considerations that informed the approach to
alcoholismovertheperiod:notwithstandingtheir
rationalist ethos, ‘‘physicians did not jettison
theirJudeo-Christianinterpretationsofbehavior,
freewill,andappropriatesocialroles’’(p.19).To
the point of taking it for granted that physicians’
role in helping patients out of alcoholism was,
first and foremost, to set the institutional
conditions for their ‘‘medico-moral recovery’’.
Luc Berlivet,
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique (CERMES), Paris
DavidMOshinsky,Polio:anAmericanstory,
New York, Oxford University Press, 2005,
pp. viii, 342, illus., £18.99, $30.00 (hardback
0-19-515294-8).
Born in 1934, my mother grew up afraid of
rivers, lakes, and local swimming holes. Water
was theconduitofpolio,shewastoldbyherown
mother, and was to be avoided, especially in the
hot summer months. Decades later, as a
pre-schooler at my first swimming lesson,
I still remember my mother reassuring me that
I would not be a hydrophobe like herself, for
we lived in a post-polio age.
Howsuchadrasticchangeinattitudeoccurred
in only one generation is explained in David M
Oshinsky’s Polio: an American story. While the
book is advertised as covering the entire
twentieth century, Oshinsky focuses primarily
on the middle decades, when the race to find
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superficial overview of the history of polio from
Galen to Warm Springs, Georgia. This is a large
swath of time, the later portion of which has
already been covered in great detail by Naomi
Rogers in Dirt and disease: polio before FDR
(1992). The author hits his stride, however, a
third of the way through the book, when he
unpacks the complicated interrelationship
between private fundraising campaigns
(spearheaded, in the case of polio, by the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis, or
NFIP), the new post-war media machine,
bi-partisan politics, and the science of virology.
We learn why Jonas Salk became a household
nameintheUnitedStates,whileAlbertSabin—a
leading international figure in polio research—
did not. Oshinsky takes us from the optimism
of April 1955, when newspapers ran headlines
proclaiming that ‘‘Polio is Conquered’’, to
the sudden wave of scepticism that hit the
country later that same year after dozens of
children who received vaccines from Cutter
Laboratories of Berkeley, California, contracted
the disease and were left paralysed. By ending
his book with a discussion of the first bouts
of Post-Polio Syndrome in the 1980s,
Oshinsky indicates that the history of polio is
not a simple story of medical triumph but
one marked by numerous setbacks and
complications.
There are many thematic threads to this book
thatwillbeofinteresttomedicalhistorians.First,
historians of medical ethics and human
experimentation will find Oshinsky’s discussion
of the moral quandary of using children
(institutionalized and not) as research subjects in
the early live-virusvaccine trialscompelling and
rich. And those who study the history of media
and medicine will find Oshinsky’s story
noteworthy, since he claims that the NFIP
‘‘created the concept of philanthropy as
consumerism’’ (p. 5). For historians interested in
women scientists, disability studies, or the
patient perspective, Oshinsky has only a few
brief sentences to offer. He leaves his reader
wanting to know more about the women
scientists who were essential to the development
of the vaccine in the late 1940s and early 1950s,
suchasDorothyHorstmann—aYaleinvestigator
whowasthefirsttodiscoverthe‘‘viremicphase’’
of polio, the very brief period of time when
vaccination is effective—and Isabel Morgan—a
Johns Hopkins researcher who, Oshinsky
speculates, could ‘‘have beaten Salk to the polio
vaccine’’ if she had been willing to use children
asexperimentalsubjectsandavoidedmarriageat
the age of thirty-eight (p. 132). Oshinsky rarely
discusses polio victims themselves, except
for a brief mention of teenager Bill Kirkpatrick,
Salk’s ‘‘Subject No. 1’’. In today’s literature,
polio is a topic of both disease and disability
history—one wonders why Oshinsky did not
draw upon the work of Daniel J Wilson better to
address the view of those on the ground
who personally experienced what it meant to
have polio.
Nevertheless, Oshinsky has written a highly
readable history about the leaders behind
America’s mid-century campaign to eradicate
polio. Albert Sabin, Jonas Salk, Basil
O’Connor (director of the NFIP) and FDR
‘‘represent[ed] the public face of polio—the
courageous victim, the devoted foundation
leader, [and] the brilliant researchers with their
lifesaving vaccines’’ (p. 112). It is a top-heavy
story, but one of extreme importance to
understanding how laboratory science operates




John Russell Silver, History of the treatment
of spinal injuries, New York and Dordrecht,
Kluwer Academic/Plenum Publishers, 2003, pp.
xvii, 297, illus., £76.00, d110.00, $121.00
(hardback 0-306-48032-8).
In an age of politically-correct disability
consciousness, the Stoke Mandeville centre for
spinal injuries is not just renowned, it’s iconic.
Here, paraplegic sports replace basket-weaving
andpoetryasthepinnaclesofhumanandmedical
achievement, and an endless succession of VIPs
line up for photo-shots. The would-be
normatizing of social intercourse with persons
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treatment of spinal injuries in general, can never
be entirely a self-sealed medical story. As John
Silver reveals in this converted MD thesis, the
political,theeconomic,andtheculturalintrudeat
nearly every turn. Albeit, ‘‘the intrusions’’ here
are mostly inadvertent; like other such
practitioner histories, the dominant narrative of
this one is positivist, heroic and progressive. The
‘‘dark ages’’ of dying paraplegics (mainly from
bed-sores and dirty catheters) is seen inevitably
to give way to happy, hopeful, scientific times.
The ‘‘nothing-much-could-be done’’ days of
worker-patients paralysed by falling bales on
busy docks, or crushed by shunting locomotives
and reckless transport wagons, progresses
ultimately to inspired medical enthusiasts
determined to turn a unremunerative backwater
into something other.
It takes only two short chapters to get us there.
We gallop through antiquity, Moslem, Hindu,
and Chinese medicine, Pare ´, the usual stock of
nineteenth-century surgeon grandees, on to
Cushing, Sargent, Holmes, Riddoch and Head
during the First World War, to arrive along the
way at the setting up in 1916 of the world’s first
specialist spinal outfit, the historically neglected
Royal Star and Garter in Richmond. Short shrift
is given to the interwar doldrums with their cut-
backs, institutional dissolutions, and meagre
signsofprofessionalinterest,toreachtheSecond
World War and the setting up of Stoke
Mandeville as a Ministry of Pensions naval
hospital in 1944.
WhereasdoomandgloomprevailedattheStar
and Garter, with patients ‘‘totally dependent on
the orderlies, regimented and addicted to
morphine’’ (p. 53), at Stoke Mandeville the sun
shone from the start. Primarily, this was due to
Hitler. It was thanks to his 1933 expulsion of
Jewishdoctorsfromuniversityappointmentsthat
Ludwig Guttmann was led to seek refuge in
Englandin1939,eventuallytobecome(afterfive
unhappy years at Oxford’s Nuffield Department
of Neurosurgery) Stoke Mandeville’s first
Medical Officer. Guttmann (1899–1980) had
workedunderOtfridFoersterinBreslau,treating
spinally-injured miners. He had done some
research on peripheral nerve injury, was
passionate about sweat therapy, and was an
advocate of physical re-education. An ugly
man—as keen to take all the credit for successes
as to blame anyone else if things went wrong—
Guttmann ‘‘bullied and humiliated’’ those
around him (p. 90). But at the same time,
apparently, he stimulated his staff, and was as
respected for his neurological knowledge as for
the rigorous regimes he instituted. Patients, too,
wereinspiredbyhim—orperhapsjustfrightened
into the kinds of behaviour that led medical
visitors to describe them as imbued with
restorative ‘‘spirit[s] of confidence and
self-dependence’’ (p. 96).
Stoke Mandeville became every inch
Guttmann’s fiefdom. He instituted research
at all levels, insisted on meticulous note-taking
for future studies, organized case presentations,
tutorials and lectures on German lines, and
conducted bedside teaching of doctors,
physiologists, and nurses. Not least, he taught
patients how to look after themselves. He was
‘‘cruel to be kind’’ wrote one of them reflecting
on how her rehabilitation was as gruelling
psychologically as it was physically. A
micro-manager and authoritarian, Guttmann
often turned up on ‘‘his wards’’ in the
middle of the night to check if staff and
patients were following his orders. He blasted
the truant.
John Silver ought to know; intermittently he
was a practitioner at Stoke Mandeville in the
1950s and 1960s, and collaborated with
Guttmann on several research papers. His book
combines personal recollections with sources
from the National Archives. Oddly, however, he
does not pursue the history of Stoke Mandeville
through to the glory days when he was the
neurological consultant there, from 1970 to his
retirementin1993.Instead,half-waythroughthe
book he waves goodbye to the place forever,
offering thereafter a potted history of spinal
injury treatment in the USA, Canada, the
German-speaking world and France. After four
chapters of organized historical disorder—with
sub- and sub-sub sections on biography,
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volume concludes with a ‘Discussion’ on
the principles of treatment and a review of the
literature. As Sir Roger Bannister puts it in
the book’s foreword, Dr Silver ‘‘achieves a
unique balance of historical perspective and
neurological expertise’’ (p. vii).
Roger Cooter,
The Wellcome Trust Centre for the
History of Medicine at UCL
John Henderson, A life of Ernest Starling,
PeopleandIdeasseries,Oxford,publishedforthe
American Physiological Society by Oxford
University Press, 2005, pp. xvi, 227, £35.99,
$59.50 (hardback 0-19-517780-0).
There have been two accounts of Starling’s
life, by Carleton Chapman and Jens Henricksen,
but this volume draws upon new material—a
collection of family letters. And instead of the
thematic approach of the earlier books,
Henderson treats Starling chronologically. A
prelude outlines the historyof medical education
and physiology, before proceeding to Starling’s
childhood, education and early career at Guy’s
Hospital. Initially demonstrator in physiology
(1889), Starling developed a close relationship
with William Bayliss of University College
London (UCL), during their joint work on the
heart’s electrical activity and nervous
stimulation.Starlingpublishedthefirsteditionof
his textbook, Elements of human physiology,i n
1892, and studied tissue fluid and lymph
formation, in 1896 explaining movement
between capillaries and tissues in terms of
hydrostatic and osmotic pressure—the
‘‘Starling Forces’’. Using Guy’s Hospital
minutes, Henderson demonstrates Starling’s
dissatisfaction with his job insecurity,
remuneration, and teaching load. Guy’s
surgeon, Cuthbert Golding-Bird, described as
‘‘vindictive’’, was apparently responsible for
the situation. Similarly, Starling’s move to the
UCL Jodrill chair of physiology (1899) was
opposed by the surgeon Rickman Godlee,
creating a ‘‘gruesome slice of university
politics’’.
Henderson devotes a chapter to the discovery
of secretin (1902), Starling’s role in the ‘‘Brown
Dog’’vivisectiontrial(1903),andthecreationof
the UCL Institute of Physiology (1909). We are
also introduced to Starling as ‘‘politician and
iconoclast’’: his robust views on medical
research, science and education, attacks on the
‘‘Harley Street cabal’’, and admiration for
Germany. A further chapter considers
Starling’s ‘‘Law of the Heart’’ (1914).
Henderson regards this as of less importance
than the microcirculation and secretin work,
but provides a detailed discussion in view of
continuing debate about the circulatory
system.
During the First World War, Starling became
engaged in gas warfare research, and later gas
defence training. According to Henderson, his
criticisms of War Office policies led to his
posting to Salonika in November 1916.
Returning to Britain in July 1917 he served as
chair of the Royal Society’s Food (War)
Committee, and as a member of staff of the
Ministry of Food. Three post-war chapters deal
with the Starling’s final activities. As Pre-
ClinicalDean,hewasmuchengagedinteaching,
and a Rockefeller Foundation gift for a new
anatomy institute. He also advised on the
establishment of an all-India Research Institute.
From late 1919 he suffered from colon cancer
but,afteranoperation,resumedresearchin1921,
his research time increasing on his appointment
to the Foulerton Professorship in Physiology
established by the Royal Society. Starling’s final
research was on kidney function and blood
pressure control. The former work, conducted
with Basil Verney, used a heart-lung-kidney
preparation and demonstrated the effect of
pituitary extract upon the composition of urine,
the starting point for the rest of Verney’s
research. As for the blood pressure work,
Starling’sinvolvementseemstohavepeteredout
between his health deteriorating in 1925 and his
death in 1927. In the final chapter, Henderson
surveys Starling’s life, continuing discussions of
his attitudes towards Germany and medical
science, the reasons for his failure to receive a
Nobel prize or a knighthood, and his scientific
contributions.
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Book ReviewsThroughout the book, Henderson discusses
Starling’s family life and personal
characteristics. There is much interesting and
tantalizing detail. But readers should not expect
analysis which articulates with recent work of
historians of medicine and science on, for
example, the clinic and the laboratory, science
and government, and the First World War. And
the section on Starling’s wartime food work
relies for background upon Drummond and
Wilbraham’s Englishman’s food (1939) rather
than Margaret Barnett’s British food policy
during the First World War, and other more
recent work. Finally, the referencing system is
not as clear as it could be, making it sometimes
difficult to work out the precise source of the
information presented.
David F Smith,
University of Aberdeen
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